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Abstract. Metaprogramming and computational reflection are two re-
lated concepts that allow a program to inspect and possibly modify itself
while running. Although the concepts have been explored by researchers
for some time, a form of metaprogramming, namely aspect-oriented pro-
gramming, is now being used by some practitioners. This paper is an at-
tempt to understand the limitations of different forms of computational
reflection in concurrent and distributed computing. It specifically stud-
ies the use of aspect-oriented programming and reflective actor libraries,
and their relation to full reflection. We choose distributed monitoring as
the primary example application because its requirements nicely fit the
abilities of the two systems as well as illustrate their limitations.

1 Introduction

Addressing software complexity through modular decomposition is an old idea.
Objects provide one mechanism for modularity–namely, support for abstract
data types, thus separating the interface from the representation. The notion of
objects generalizes to components and supports a functional decomposition of
large software systems. However, the functional behavior of a system represents
only one ‘aspect’ of this decomposition. Observe that concurrency is common in
real-world systems, and in any case, sequential computation is simply a degen-
erate case of concurrent computation. Therefore, we focus only on concurrent
and distributed systems. Concerns in concurrent systems include synchroniza-
tion, fault-tolerance, scheduling, real-time, coordination, etc. Code to implement
these requirements is a major cause of software complexity. Note that we view
the model of concurrency as the model of computation used, rather than as an
aspect of the application program.

For almost two decades, programming language researchers have explored
mechanisms to support a separation of concerns. The goal of separating code for
implementing functional (or transformational) requirements from code to satisfy
other concerns is motivated by the usual advantages of components: namely to
simplify the process of building complex software systems and to facilitate reuse
of software modules in different contexts. Researchers have proposed a number
of techniques to facilitate a separation of design concerns; these include compu-
tational reflection [35, 28], metaprogramming [9], generative programming [14],
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aspect-oriented programming [12], filters [2], coordination constraints [21] and
circuits [3]. From a theoretical perspective, all these techniques can be under-
stood as forms of metaprogramming although many of them are far more re-
strictive than (full) computational reflection.

The idea of metaprogramming is to allow the manipulation of computational
structures containing information about the representation of a program and its
data. With computational reflection, a program may inspect and modify itself
while running–in essence, parts of a program may be meta-programs. Reflection
and metaprogramming, two related concepts, are tools that not only simplify
certain problems but make it possible to address problems requiring dynamic
program adaptation. The basis for computational reflection is provided by a
foundational concept in the theory of computation as well as computer architec-
ture: namely, that programs are data and may therefore be stored and manip-
ulated as other data. The semantics and architecture of different programming
languages and frameworks provide different kinds and degrees of reflection.

On the more static end of the metaprogramming spectrum lies generative
programming. Generative programming is a form of metaprogramming where
additional code is generated based on a high-level specification and the appli-
cation source code. This generated code is then added to the original source
code before interpretation or compilation. Aspect-oriented programming may be
thought of as a kind of generative programming, enabling code insertion at cer-
tain, well-specified points in a program. AOP allows clean, modular specification
of both the primary task and other orthogonal aspects, which are then woven
together into a single program either at compile-time or runtime.

The goal of this paper is to further the understanding of the semantics of
languages and frameworks supporting a separation of design concerns. We focus
on two programming concepts that support a separation of concerns: computa-
tional reflection and aspect-oriented programming. Computational reflection is
a powerful programming language mechanism with a formal semantics that has
been studied in sequential programming languages(e.g., [19]) and in concurrent
(actor-based) programming languages [4, 15].

One way to understand the expressive power of two programming languages
is to encode one in the other and show that equivalence relations hold in the
translated system. An example of this kind of semantic analysis can be found
in [29], which shows that an actor language with remote procedure calls and
local synchronization constraints can be translated into a pure actor language
(as used in [26]) without modifying the actor semantics. It is easy to see that it is
straightforward to represent aspect-oriented programming using computational
reflection [8]. Thus, the interesting problem is to understand the limitations of
aspect-oriented programming. The approach we take is to pick an example and
study its implementation in a reflective actor system and in a programming
system supporting aspects in Java.

In order to best understand the strengths and weaknesses of various forms
of reflection, we study a specific example of a concurrent program that illus-
trates modularity, orthogonality, and dynamicity. We will explore, compare, and
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contrast these systems primarily using distributed monitoring as an example.
Distributed monitoring of error conditions and constraint violations is a diffi-
cult and, as yet, only partially solved problem. Distributed monitoring requires
each node (actor) in a distributed system to record and communicate its knowl-
edge of the world, checking for specified conditions. The required communication
may be efficiently achieved by piggybacking state information along with regular
messages, thus propagating state knowledge to acquaintances [33].

Although monitoring of statically defined constraints is relatively straightfor-
ward, the ability to add and modify such constraints during runtime requires an
added level of flexibility. Past solutions have utilized aspect oriented program-
ming to provide insertion of error checks and modification of message format at
compile time. We will describe this and other approaches and then discuss the
problem of runtime insertion or modification of monitors. It is our conjecture
that such flexibility can only be supported in a fully reflective architecture.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 will introduce metapro-
gramming, leading into a discussion of computational reflection in Section 3.
Aspect-oriented programming, one form of reflection, is discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 addresses reflection’s relation to concurrent programming with threads
and with actors. Section 6 introduces the case study problem of distributed mon-
itoring and Section 7 describes our implementation. The final section concludes
with a summary and discussion of open research problems.

2 Metaprogramming

A metaprogram is a program that creates or manipulates another program (pos-
sibly itself), where the latter program is represented as data. As mentioned ear-
lier, examples of metaprogramming techniques are computational reflection [34]
in which a program can inspect and modify its own behavior, and generative
programming, in which the output of a program is the source code for another
program [13].

2.1 Meta-Architectures

A meta-architecture is a representation that not only captures knowledge about a
task being performed but also captures knowledge about the performance of the
task. Meta-architectures provide access to metadata, i.e., access to data about
the data. A meta-architecture provides knowledge about a program beyond the
information relevant to the application domain. An example of metadata in
operating systems is information about a file–such as its creation date, owner,
and access information–that is generally stored with the application data.

Access to metadata can enable certain tasks that are not otherwise possible.
For example, metadata is useful for governing control-flow in programs as well
as for debugging [23]. Every runtime system necessarily maintains some meta-
data and thus can be thought of as a meta-architecture. The meta-architecture
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interface greatly affects the flexibility of a system and thus the types of prob-
lems a program can address. The systems of interest in this paper are ones that
explicitly provide access to not only information about the program’s data but
also information about the program and its execution.

2.2 Metaobjects

Object-oriented programming languages often maintain metadata in the form of
metaobjects. Metaobjects contain metadata about their associated objects that
specifies how the system is to interpret the data, typically information about the
use or representation of associated objects. For example, in Java, the metaobject
protocol encodes additional information about methods and variables to allow
access by name, information that is typically removed by the compiler.

Just as objects have metaobjects, often classes have associated metaclasses
offering access to metadata about the class. Moreover, because metaobjects are
objects themselves, there can also be metametaobjects, metametametaobjects,
and so on, as in the Russian dolls model [30]. Each additional meta-level adds
more flexibility and possibilities, but at some point languages ground the hierar-
chy; for example, a metaobject’s meta may itself also be a metaobject, thus elim-
inating the need for an infinite number of meta-levels. Accessing these metaob-
jects and metaclasses allows a program to inspect and even modify information
about itself.

Smalltalk Smalltalk is an object oriented language offering strong reflective
capabilities using a well-defined metaobject protocol [31]. The metaobject of a
Smalltalk object is its class. In Smalltalk, an object may gain an understanding
of its structure and behavior by accessing and viewing its class. The class of an
object provides access to the object’s instance variables and methods; thus mod-
ification of an object’s class results in immediate modifications in the object’s
state or behavior.

Because everything is an object in Smalltalk, even a class is an object and
has an associated metaobject. The metaobject for a Class object is a Metaclass

object. In order to prevent the need for an infinite number of meta-levels,
the metaobject for Metaclass is Metaclass Class, whose metaobject is again
Metaclass. Thus the Smalltalk class meta-hierarchy is limited to three levels.

For example, the 3.14 is a Float object with an associated Float Class

metaobject. Modification of the Float results in the expected modification of
the number. However, modification of the Float Class allows redefinition of the
behavior of all Float objects. The metaobject of the Float Class is Metaclass
and the metaobject of Metaclass is Metaclass Class.

The ability for a program to view or manipulate its metadata provides pow-
erful yet complex programming techniques. This model of programming is able
to address many tasks that are otherwise difficult or impossible.
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3 Reflection

With sufficient access to metadata, reflective programming becomes possible.
Different systems provide different levels of reflection because of how they limit
access to metadata. In order for a program to be fully reflective, modifications to
the program’s metadata should be reflected in modifications to the data itself.
Similarly, modifications to metadata about the program should be reflected in
the execution of the program. This produces a causal relationship between the
data and the metadata.

Full computational reflection is composed of two properties: introspection
and intercession [31]. Introspection is the ability of a program entity to view its
internal state or representation. Intercession allows program entities to modify
their representation, thereby changing the program’s behavior. Since introspec-
tion is easier to implement than intercession, some languages (including Java)
offer only introspection. On the other hand, languages offering intercession also
offer introspective capabilities. This is not surprising given that intercession re-
quires a more complex reflective system.

The use of reflection can be illustrated by the following example. Consider
a robotic arm: a computer maintains the data structures that represent the lo-
cation and position of the arm; these data structures are metadata, they simply
exist as the program’s internal representation of the arm, whereas the actual
data is the arm’s physical position. Modification of the internal data results in
an external movement of the arm. Similarly, external manipulation of the arm
results in modification of the internal data. Extending this causal relationship
beyond program data to runtime data allows similar modification of the compu-
tation itself.

3.1 Reification

Reification is the process of creating a concrete representation of something
abstract. Reification is a necessary step for reflection. In the context of reflection,
reification is the act of creating a data representation of the program’s internal
data (including current state). Once a reification of the program is created,
viewing the reification by the program is reflective introspection. Similarly, if
the reification is modifiable by the program, reflective intercession is possible.

3.2 Reflection in the Real World

Since computational reflection allows modification of the program and how the
program is interpreted, full reflection even allows modification of the interpreter
and runtime system. Thus, most reflective systems offer only a subset of reflective
capabilities. For example, Java reflection primarily allows observation of objects
and very little modification [22]. Java objects can determine class information,
list and access methods and fields, and create new objects. Fields can be accessed
and modified but methods cannot be changed so program modification is not
possible. Thus, Java offers introspection but not intercession.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of reflective capabilities of various systems. Java and its related
systems offer only introspection whereas Smalltalk and CLOS-based systems offer much
fuller reflective capabilities.

On the other hand, Smalltalk has much more powerful reflective capabilities–
allowing both introspection and intercession [18]. Objects can dynamically mod-
ify their behaviors, change their methods, fields, and even their class. Since the
Smalltalk compiler is part of the Smalltalk library, the entire runtime system
can be modified–giving the program almost total flexibility. Even so, there are
still reflective facilities not offered by Smalltalk for the sake of efficiency and
simplicity: in particular, the limited recursion of metaobjects as described in
Section 2.2.

4 Aspect Oriented Programming

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is a metaprogramming paradigm that al-
lows separation of concerns through code cross-cutting. Different modules of the
program are specified, ideally each addressing a singular concern, and these as-
pects are woven into the main code to produce a single program addressing all
concerns. For example, a program can use clean, simple communication method
calls and security concerns can later be woven into the program using a security
aspect. This not only greatly simplifies the original program but also eases mod-
ifications caused by changing specifications; in particular, the original program
need not be changed if only some of its aspects change. Similarly, modification
of the original program is simplified as it contains only the program logic and
not the orthogonal aspect code.
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AOP weaves aspects together with the main program at joinpoints, points
in the program that meet a programmer’s specification. Such points must be
at designated “control points” such as entry to method calls, exit from method
calls, or object creation or deletion [12]. In the above example of network security,
encryption wrappers can be applied to a message at the call joinpoint of the
network send method and decryption can take place at the return joinpoint
of the network receive method. Although the idea of aspect weaving is very
standard, the method can vary substantially and be either very dynamic, using
reflection, or completely static, using code generation.

4.1 Code Weaving

One form of AOP weaves aspects into the program code statically in the compi-
lation process as a form of generative programming, which requires no runtime
meta-architecture. This form of aspect weaving can generate woven programs in
the original language or in bytecode. This is then run with the aspects compiled
directly and permanently into the program as if the aspects had been hardcoded
in initially.

Fig. 2. An example of static code weaving using the secure network example. On the
left are two aspects, above and below the regular program code. To the right the code
is woven together ready to be compiled and run.
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4.2 Reflective AOP

However, if the aspect weaving is done during runtime, certain meta-architectural
facilities are necessary. Runtime weaving requires modification of joinpoint be-
havior and may also require modification of variables.

This behavior modification is achieved through modification of the metadata
controlling program execution, although only introspection and a very basic level
of self-modification is required. AspectJ, an aspect-oriented language based on
Java, utilizes Java’s reflective facilities to enable AOP through creating hooks
at all specified joinpoints. In the case of a method call joinpoint, the method
name and arguments are analyzed to determine if a match occurs and, if so, the
aspect code is called before, after, or around the regular method code.

5 Reflection in Concurrency

Because reflection is often a feature of a programming language, some aspects
of reflection are unaffected by concurrency. Distributed systems that provide
reflection not through the language but through a library, often respect the
logical bounds of concurrent structures: reflection does not change the behavior
of the entire system, but of individual actors [5] or of a group of actors [42]. In
case of actors, the formal models of reflection have been developed, as we will
discuss below.

5.1 Threads and Objects

A number of languages that have been designed primarily for sequential comput-
ing provide concurrency through threading. One example of such of a language
is Java. A Java object can be assigned a thread by implementing the Runnable

interface or subclassing the Thread class. However, within that thread and its
‘member’ objects, all communication is synchronous using regular method calls.
Because of this, metaobject protocols in Java typically remain unchanged in
the presence of concurrency. Because reflection respects the bounds of objects,
procedures, and functions just as threads do, concurrency and reflection are non-
conflicting. Any reflection is done entirely within the bounds of a single thread;
as a consequence, reflection has no effect on the concurrency in the program.

However, in programming languages where reflection is able to modify the
language’s interpreter, compiler, or runtime system, the effect of reflection can
drastically affect how the entire system (including threads) behave. For example,
the ability to reflectively modify the runtime system means that the scheduler
may be modified, influencing thread behavior. Modern operating systems often
export some reflective facilities to programs–in particular, this includes access
to the scheduler. As a consequence, processes and threads have the ability to
modify their priorities and choose the scheduling policy. In some cases, even
greater access is granted: processes may modify the scheduler algorithm [27].
Using these system-wide reflective facilities can greatly influence concurrency in
multithreaded programs.
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5.2 Actors

Actors are a model of concurrent computation that encapsulate not only data
and behavior (as objects do) but also have their own locus of control [1]. Actors
can send and receive messages, process messages, create new actors, and com-
pute. Because of their simplicity and inherently concurrent nature, they are a
natural model for distributed systems.

Just as object oriented languages introduce metaobjects, actor frameworks
and languages often provide meta-actors [38]. These are simply the ‘meta’ equiv-
alents of actors. Meta-actors allow access to base-actor internals and behavior.
Typically meta-actors only intercept incoming and outgoing messages, delaying,
modifying, or discarding them to alter the behavior of the actor system. Such
modification of message delivery affects the scheduling of actors, and can be used
to modularly provide atomicity or enforce a precedence order in the processing
of messages. Another form of reflection in actors is providing the ability to copy
state. With this additional reflective capability, arbitrary protocol stacks can be
defined [4]. The techniques have been applied to provide separate specification
and dynamic composition of dependability protocols (security, fault-tolerance,
reliability) with distributed application code [36].

The message send and receive methods are modified so that both incoming
and outgoing messages are routed through the meta-actor. The normal opera-
tional semantics for sending messages in actors is:

send: [R[send(t,m)], ∅]a → [R[nil], ∅]a, < t ⇐ m >

where R is a reduction context, t is the target, m is the message, a is the local
actor, and ∅ signifies that there is no associated meta-actor.

When a meta-actor, â, is installed to intercept messages, the semantics of
sending messages is modified so that, rather than sending directly to the message
target, the message is passed to the meta-actor in using a transmit message.

send (with meta): [R[send(t,m)], â]a → [R[nil], â]a, < â ⇐ (transmit(t,m)) >

transmit (on meta): [R[transmit(t,m)], b]â → [R[send(t,m)], b]â

The default transmit semantics on a meta-actor are simply to propagate the
message on to the target. b is either another meta-actor or ∅; since meta-actors
can be layered, these semantics apply regardless of whether there is another
higher level of meta-actor. In the case that b 6= ∅, â’s overloaded send method
simply passes the message to the next higher meta-actor. The transmit seman-
tics can be overridden to achieve other tasks such as modifying the outgoing
message.

Similarly, the receive semantics is modified. The normal operational seman-
tics of receiving a message allows an actor a in a wait state to receive and apply
a message m:

rcv: [R[wait()], ∅]a, < a ⇐ m >→ [R[app(m)], ∅]a
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In a reflective system, the semantics of receiving messages is replaced by two
methods that allow interaction with the meta-actor:

rcv (with meta): < a ⇐ m >→< (â ⇐ dlv(m)) >

where meta(a) = â

proc (with meta): [R[wait()], â]a, < a ⇐ m >meta→ [R[app(m)], â]a

rcv simply redirects the incoming message up to the meta-actor in a deliver
message, dlv. proc is the second half of the receive, when the message is actually
delivered to the actor by it’s meta-actor. The < a ⇐ m >meta is a special
message transmission from a meta-actor to its associated base actor. This is
required because a message sent using the traditional means would again be
redirected to the meta-actor.

The final piece of the actor/meta-actor communication is the meta-actor
semantics for a message receive.

dlv (on meta): [R[dlv(m)], b]â → [R[nil], b]â, < a ⇐ m >meta

where meta(a) = â

Similarly to transmit, the dlv message can be overridden to achieve desired
meta-actor functionality.

Two-level Actor Model Although the above semantics allows for any num-
ber of meta-actors, as in object-oriented languages, actor systems often limit
the number of meta-levels for practical reasons. In the Two-Level Actor Model
(TLAM), there is a base-level actor and an optional meta-actor [39]. This two-
level, reflective architecture provides a dynamic, flexible distributed system in
which the meta-actor may alter or enhance the behavior of the base-actor [40].

For c, t actor ids, n a number
States: T (n)
Messages: tick, time@c, reply(n)
Reaction Rules:

(t|T (n)) : < t ⇐ tick >→ (t|T (n + 1)) : < t ⇐ tick >
(t|T (n)) : < t ⇐ time@c >→ (t|T (n)) : < c ⇐ reply(n) >

Fig. 3. Tick base-level actors in TLAM.

Figures 3 and 4 show an example TLAM system borrowed from [39]. The
base-level actors (Figure 3), respond to tick messages by incrementing their
internal counter and sending another tick message to themselves; they respond
to time@c messages by maintaining their previous state and sending the current
counter value to address c. The meta-level actors are used as a logging service and
to manipulate a base-level actor by resetting its counter to zero (Figure 4). The
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first meta-actor rule dictates that on delivering a time@c message to its base-
actor, the meta-actor logs the event and participants by sending a log message
to the observer o. On receipt of a reset message, the meta-actor resets the value
of its base-level actor’s counter to zero and sends a resetAck message to o.

For t, o, c actor ids, n, m numbers
States: M(t, o, m)
Messages: log(t, n, m, c), reset, resetAck
Reaction Rules:

(tm|M(t, o, m)) : dlv((t|T (n)) : < t ⇐ time@c >) →
(tm|M(t, o, m + 1)) : < o ⇐ log(t, n, m + 1, c) >

(tm|M(t, o, m)) : < tm ⇐ reset >→
(tm|M(t, o, 0)) : {/t := T (0)}, < o ⇐ resetAck >

Fig. 4. Tick Monitor using meta-actors in TLAM.

The logging example shows how meta-actors can be used to address sec-
ondary concerns in a modular manner. A more involved problem that has been
addressed by TLAM is that of garbage collection [40]. Using meta-actors to cre-
ate a reachability snapshot, unreachable base-level actors can be detected and
garbage collected. Meta-actor functionality may be composed with the TLAM
migration service to provide garbage collection that works in the presence of mi-
gration. Another application of the model has been to provide modular specifica-
tion and implementation for Quality of Service requirements in multimedia [41]

6 Case Study: Distributed Monitoring

To understand the strengths and weaknesses of various reflective techniques, we
study a specific example. The choice of the example is motivated by the follow-
ing. The task implemented by reflection should be orthogonal to the functional
(transformational) behavior of an application. However, the reflective behavior
needs to be related to the primary task in such a way that it must make use of
the state or other internals of the primary task. If there were not such a relation,
there would be no reason for the primary and reflective tasks to be joined; they
would simply be separate programs.

Taking all of these requirements into consideration, we’ve chosen to use dis-
tributed monitoring for a case study. Distributed monitoring involves observation
at runtime of safety or error conditions of a distributed system. There are several
monitoring approaches, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. Each
approach also requires a different level of reflection, thus offering a different level
of flexibility and dynamicity.

6.1 Monitoring Details

Distributed monitoring may be done either centrally or in a decentralized man-
ner. Centralized approaches maintain a single monitor to which all distributed
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nodes report. This provides a global, sequential view of the entire system and
makes monitoring extremely simple. However, this also violates the goals of a
distributed system by providing a single point of failure and a system bottleneck
hindering scalability.

Distributed monitoring of a distributed system requires monitors local to
each distributed node. In order to perform the monitoring task, the monitors
must each maintain a view of the entire monitored system. Thus, state data for
monitoring is propagated with normal messages between nodes.

Because each node maintains state information from its most recent mes-
sages from remote nodes, it may not have the actual current states. Thus, the
distributed monitor is causally correct as it maintains causally consistent data
whereas a centralized monitor is able to assure that the monitor is sequentially
correct by maintaining sequentially consistent data [24].

Throughout this section we will use the terms static and dynamic; by static

monitors we refer to the fact that the installation of monitors is at compile time.
Dynamic monitors means that the monitor may be installed or removed during
runtime without redeploying the system. Unfortunately, the terms static and
dynamic are somewhat overloaded–even a statically installed monitor observes
the system at runtime. Moreover, the dynamicity of a monitor may involve other
complications: a monitor may adapt to changes in a distributed system, such as
nodes joining and leaving system. Finally, we wish to address the ability of the
monitoring system as a whole to adapt and cooperate through inter-monitor
messaging.

Sen et al. introduce past-time distributed temporal logic, PT-DTL, as a lan-
guage for defining monitors to specify restrictions on past or currently-known
values at local or remote nodes [32]. Monitor code is generated from the logic
requirements that is then woven into the code for deployment.

6.2 Past-Time Distributed Temporal Logic

PT-DTL is a logic for specifying passive monitor conditions using traditional logi-
cal and propositional operators. Past-time temporal operators for dictating pre-
vious states include previously, always in the past, happens-after, and
at some time in the past. These sets of operators form past-time linear tem-
poral logic, PT-LTL. In order to address distributed computation, the epistemic
operators @∀JFJ , @∃JFJ , and @j(somefunction) are added to complete PT-DTL.

For example, to test for the safety of leader election, the following formula
may be used:

@i(leaderElected → ((state = leader) → (@{∀j|j 6=i}(state 6= leader))))

where the beginning of every PT-DTL statement is @i, stating that the following
constraint is being monitored at the local node. leaderElected, state, and
leader are local keywords in the monitored process. Finally, the @{∀j|j 6=i}... is
the epistemic component; evaluating based on the local knowledge of the most
recently known states of other nodes in the system.
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Although PT-DTL is a simple distribution of PT-LTL, its distributed nature
means that it has a looser consistency model than PT-LTL or a centralized mon-
itoring approach. PT-DTL must maintain not only the current values of all other
nodes but also the evaluation of past-time logic expressions in order to maintain
history.

In addition to the operators provided by PT-DTL, our implementation also
provides a means of communication between monitors, allowing cooperation and
synchronization. Using this added ability, monitors may perform model-based
monitoring where the global monitoring scheme changes in response to the cur-
rent system state. The new scheme is communicated via this monitor channel
and each monitor adapts accordingly. Thus, we require a small logic extension
to PT-DTL, which we hope to address in the near future.

6.3 Example Application

Suppose we have a network of distributed temperature monitors to assure a
safe operating environment. We wish to ensure that the temperature at any
one monitor is not greater than 110% of the average temperature. The PT-DTL

formula for such a monitor would be:

@i(temp < (1.10 ∗ avg(@{j|j is any process}(temp))))

Assuming the datatype holding the knowledge vector is sufficiently flexible
to address joining and leaving nodes, this should maintain our operating con-
straints. However, as simple a change as modifying the alarm temperature to
125% (for example, in order to reduce false alarms) requires flexibility of the
monitor itself. In this case, such flexibility in a monitor could be provided easily
enough by using a variable to set the alarm tolerance.

However, using variables, or more flexible data types, and foresight can only
address problems to a point before the amount of flexibility required pushes de-
sign requirements into the reflective realm. For example, if instead of monitoring
the entire system as a whole, we wish to again modify our system to monitor
each individual room:

@i(temp < (1.10 ∗ avg(@{j|i,j∈room(J)}(temp))))

or the global system and each individual room with different tolerances:

@i ((temp < (1.25 ∗ avg(@{j|j is any process}(temp))))
∧(temp < (1.10 ∗ avg(@{j|i,j∈roomJ}(temp))))

It quickly becomes evident that a more flexible system is necessary.
Using a computationally reflective system, it would be possible to modify

methods instead of just modifying variable values. In the above example, the
monitor method could be changed on the fly to accommodate for the changing
requirements. Using a non-reflective system, the method change would have to
be done in code, recompiled, and then deployed.
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6.4 AOP in Distributed Monitoring

Many current distributed monitoring applications use aspect oriented program-
ming to weave the monitor code in with the program code [11, 32]. In these
systems, monitors are often compiled from a monitor logic into aspects, which
are then woven into the primary task’s program code in appropriate places.

By design, AOP keeps monitor code orthogonal to program code as stated
in our case study requirements. Additionally, aspects have access to necessary
program internals such as state and variables allowing local program monitoring
and can even maintain their own state, which is useful for model-based monitors.
However, although the AOP approach can address monitoring requirements, it
is not as flexible as other reflective approaches. Namely, since aspects must be
woven into program code at runtime, they cannot be added, modified, or removed
at runtime but are set at compile time.

6.5 Reflection in Distributed Monitoring

Reflection offers the flexibility necessary to address the distributed monitoring
problem. Besides being dynamic enough to allow growing knowledge vectors,
sufficient reflection can also allow in-place modification and removal of monitors.

Supposing the distributed system uses the actor framework, monitors could
be implemented as meta-actors. Unmonitored actors would remain untouched
while actors with installed meta-actors as monitors would have slightly different
semantics. Note that meta-actors, being actors themselves, would use the normal
actor semantics unless they have associated monitors, and thus meta-actors, of
their own.

Using the semantics given in Section 5.2, the meta-actor transmit semantics
can be overridden to modify the outgoing message to include the knowledge
vector, in the case of our monitors.

transmit (on monitor): [R[transmit(t,m)], b]â → [R[send(t,m′′)], b]â
m′′ = KV msg(m,KV (a))

In order to deal with the knowledge vectors on a monitor, we simply remove
KV (a) and propagate the original message to the recipient actor:

dlv (on monitor):
[R[dlv(KV msg(m,KV (t))], b]â → [R[nil], b]â, < a ⇐ m >meta

where meta(a) = â

Additionally, the monitors as meta-actors would have access to the actors’
internal state, also needed for the knowledge vectors. With all of this data,
the monitors would be able to track distributed system computation and check
for errors. Because the meta-actors can reflectively modify themselves during
runtime, the monitors can be modified or removed on the fly without the need
to redeploy the monitored process.
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7 Implementation of Adaptive Monitors

A proof-of-concept implementation was done building upon Actor Architecture.
Although the implementation language does not provide strong reflective capa-
bilities, reflection using a library and indirection enabled us to achieve our goal
of a dynamic distributed monitoring system.

7.1 Actor Architecture

The Actor Architecture (AA) is a Java actor framework providing a full actor
implementation running on one or more systems [25]. AA handles message rout-
ing and actor migration and consists of two main parts: the platform, which
provides all of the ‘background’ services, and the actor itself.

Actors in AA are simply Java subclasses of the Actor class. The ActorThread
sleeps until a message is inserted into its mail queue by the local MessageManager.
The ActorThread then processes the message by parsing the requested method
and the corresponding arguments. If the method exists with the correct number
of arguments in the actor object, the method is called.

7.2 Monitor Installation

Once an actor is created, a monitor is installed by sending a message. The mes-
sage simply provides the monitor name and calls the actor class’ addMonitor()
method. This method uses Java’s reflective facilities to create a new instance of
the class named by the string argument. The newly created monitor object is
then added to the list of this actor’s monitors.

Although this installation method requires that the monitor’s bytecode be
present on the system, there is no reason this is necessary. It is feasible to se-
rialize the monitor and send it along with the message to each actor. However,
both schemes are equally flexible and only differ in when the monitor code is
transferred.

The Actor class also has a method removeMonitor() to remove a currently
installed monitor.

7.3 Knowledge Vectors

The KnowledgeVector class is a collection of KVEntry objects. Each KVEntry

contains only a value and a timestamp and the KnowledgeVector keeps a map-
ping between the entries and the associated actor names.

Scattered throughout the Actor and ActorThread code are calls to the
updateKV(KnowledgeVector) method. This method call is necessary every time
the local knowledge vector can change. Thus, every time a message is received at
an actor, the local knowledge vector is compared with the message’s piggybacked
knowledge vector and necessary updates are incorporated.

Additionally, after message processing and the corresponding call have com-
pleted, the actor’s updateLocalKV() method is called in order to assure that the
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attached knowledge vector contains the most current entries for local variables.
Ideally, the knowledge vector update would be triggered by modification of any
of the monitored variables but since actors are purely reactive, any modifications
must occur as a result of a message. Thus, updating the knowledge vector after
completion of message processing guarantees that all variable modifications are
taken into account.

In order to update the local portions of the knowledge vector, the method
iterates through each locally monitored variable and reflectively reads it. Java
reflection is necessary in order to obtain references to the variables by only the
string identifier. The updateLocalKV() method then records the current values
and the current timestamp in the knowledge vector.

7.4 Actor Monitor

The ActorMonitor is an abstract class containing methods and variables related
to the monitors. A monitor is created by extending the ActorMonitor class and
implementing the evaluateMonitor() method.

Aside from the evaluate method, there are also two methods for getting and
setting the list of monitored variables. Monitored variables are stored as a string
that is the concatenation of the actor name or local and the variable name.
The local keyword specifies that the variable will be evaluated at each actor
locally whereas the standard actor names specify that the variable will only be
evaluated at the specified actor.

public MyMonitor(){

super();

setMonitoredVariable("uan://127.0.0.1:2/counter");

setMonitoredVariable("local/counter");

}

Fig. 5. The monitor’s constructor showing manual listing of monitored variables.

The setMonitoredVariable() modifier is only used within the constructor
of the monitor to initially create the list of variables used in the monitor for-
mula. The getMonitoredVariables() accessor is used in the above mentioned
updateLocalKV() method to access the locally monitored variables.

Each time the knowledge vector is updated, the actor evaluates its installed
monitors. The list of monitors is iterated through and each one is evaluated in
turn using the newly updated values.

The evaluateMonitor() method does the actual evaluation of the monitor
formula. The method pulls out the most currently known variable values from
the local knowledge vector. Using these values, the formula is evaluated and a
boolean value stating the result of the formula is returned. In the case where the
knowledge vector is too sparse to evaluate the monitor, the method simply gives
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up and returns success. In addition to the knowledge vector, the local actor name
is also passed in for determining which entries correspond to the local actor.

public boolean evaluateMonitor(KnowledgeVector kv, String localActorName){

try{

int myCounter = kv.get(localActorName + "/counter").getValue();

int remoteCounter = kv.get("uan://127.0.0.1:2/m_iSum").getValue();

if(myCounter > remoteCounter){

System.err.println("MONITOR FAILS!!!! at " + localActorName);

}

else if(myCounter > THRESHOLD)

aboveTH = true;

else

aboveTH = false;

}

catch(NullPointerException e){

// just ignore it if the knowledge vector is not full enough

}

return(new KVEntry(timestamp++, new Boolean(aboveTH)));

}

Fig. 6. The monitor’s evaluate method. This monitor ensures that the counter value
at every node is never greater than the counter value at actor 127.0.0.1:2.

The evaluateMonitor() method returns a knowledge vector entry, which
is then added to the node’s knowledge vector. This provides means of commu-
nication between monitors allowing them to cooperate and communicate state
information. In this way, monitors can cooperatively execute model-based mon-
itoring.

7.5 Implementation Discussion

Currently, the evaluateMonitor() method and the monitored variables must
be written by hand. However, we intend to incorporate automatic generation of
these from a provided PT-DTL formula.

This implementation provides dynamic, adaptive distributed monitoring but
is still constrained by Java’s limited reflective capabilities. Objects can be cre-
ated and passed around and their methods may be called but a more reflective
language would allow even greater flexibility. For instance, implementation in
Smalltalk would allow program modification in addition to program introspec-
tion.

With the Java implementation, any monitor adaptability has to be coded into
the monitor. Monitors cannot simply be installed on any distributed application,
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the application must be designed with monitoring in mind. An analogy would be
having to design an application for debugging versus being able to use a symbolic
debugger on any application. Because of Java’s weak reflective capabilities, all
actors in our implementation must contain code to process knowledge vectors
whether a monitor is installed or not.

With a sufficient level of reflection, any application can be monitored without
any special design simply through reflectively overriding the appropriate meth-
ods. The send and receive methods would not need to handle knowledge vectors
in the case where no monitor is installed but would just be changed upon instal-
lation of a monitor. A Smalltalk implementation is currently underway that uses
reflection and meta-actors. Using these, monitors may be installed on any actor
implementing these two methods without any special design to accommodate
monitoring.

8 Discussion

We have used distributed monitoring as a case study to demonstrate the need
for and different faces of computational reflection. As with any problem, there
are many possible solutions, each with its own advantages and disadvantages.
Many previous systems have offered various solutions to distributed monitoring
utilizing different levels of reflection, allowing varying capabilities.

8.1 Related Work

Chen and Rosu introduce Monitor Oriented Programming (MOP), which sepa-
rates monitor specification from the program, much like AOP [11]. In addition
to the program implementation, a formal specification is provided. This specifi-
cation is translated into runtime monitors that are installed similarly to aspects.
Should any constraints be violated, user specified code will run to recover from
or report the error. However, also like AOP, only limited reflective capabilities
are utilized. Indeed, the current implementation of MOP, JavaMOP, compiles
the specifications into AspectJ code and thus is constrained by its limitations.

Another area in which reflection is frequently used is active monitoring. The
monitors described thus far in this paper are all passive in that they in no way af-
fect the regular operation of the system but monitor quietly in the background.
Active monitors visibly affect and participate in the operation of their moni-
tored nodes. Synchronization constraints are one form of active monitor used for
distributed synchronization [20]. Meta-actors simply delay delivery of messages
until a specified condition is met and then delivery continues as normal.

Similarly Aksit et al. introduce an AOP model permitting composition of
multiple filters [2]. Filters are meta-level objects that intercept messages to pro-
gram objects, apply specified conditions and then allow or disallow message
delivery or perform a specified action. Program objects can be reified by a filter
permitting observation or modification of the object. Filters can be layered to
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achieve complex functionality while still maintaining logical encapsulation and
code reuse much like layering of meta-actors.

Broadway is an extension to C++ simplifying distributed systems develop-
ment by providing an actor and meta-actor framework [37]. Since C++ is not
a reflective language, reflection is accomplished through use of a library and
changing function pointers. Using this scheme, a fully reflective actor system is
created enabling redefinition of send, receive, and become methods.

Using Broadway, Sturman created DIL, a high-level language that can be
used to define protocols as wrappers to actors [38]. These protocol wrappers
are applied and enforced through meta-actors to capture and modify incom-
ing and outgoing messages. Similarly, Astley introduced Distributed Connection

Language as a method of connecting distributed components through use of
meta-actors to transform and route data [6].

8.2 Conclusion

Reflective programming is, although a powerful tool, very difficult to use and
complex to reason and verify. Part of the reason reflective facilities are so limited
in real languages is this complexity, both for the programmer and for the runtime
developer. Between this complexity and performance issues, reflection has had
very limited reach.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, most reflective languages limit the amount of
reflection offered. Reflective facilities provide great flexibility but at a cost to
performance, security, and ease of programming. Because of the necessity for
program and metadata to be mutable, reflective runtime systems must be either
interpreted or provide much indirection, both of which reduce performance and
efficiency [16].

The flexibility and dynamicity provided by reflection also raise security and
correctness concerns. Reflection and metaprogramming have been used in many
cases to provide security and for verification purposes [7, 17, 2]. However, these
start with the assumption that the reflective system itself is secure and correct.
Much work remains to be done on verification and security of reflective systems
themselves. Indeed, most reflection security work has been done using Java rather
than more fully reflective systems [10]. Correctness and verification of reflective
programs are especially important given the difficulty of programming these
dynamic systems.

In general, fully reflective programming is used for research and experimen-
tation to determine what is useful and turn that into simpler programming tools
and paradigms (e.g., AOP, TLAM). It is necessary to continue to experiment
with computational reflection to discover what other useful tricks can be turned
into well-defined programming constructs for broader use in the real world.
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